abstract Kozak I., Perzanowski K., Kucharzyk s., Przybylska K., zięba s., Frąk r., Bujoczek l.: Perspectives for the application of computer models in forest dynamics forecasting in Bieszczadzki national Park (Poland). Ekológia (Bratislava), vol. 33, no. 1, p. 16-25, 2014. This paper presents the perspectives for application of computer models in forecasting the dynamics of forest development on example of moczarne area, in Bieszczadzki national Park, based on authors' computer models. First, the possibilities for forecasting the dynamics of forest development in a local scale, i.e. within single rectangular or circular study plot, are presented. For this purpose, a computer prognostic model ForKomE has been applied, using both general mathematical relationships functioning within a forest ecosystem and empirical ones, characteristic for tree stands at analysed plots. additionally, a layer of 3d visualisation of a tree stand, which is an integral part of the mentioned model, is also presented. Presented also are the possibilities for forecasting the dynamics of forest development at landscape scale, applying the theory of cellular automata. For this purpose, a prognostic computer model cEllaut was used in which the whole analysed tree stand is understood as a set of single cells, where stages of landscape development dominating within those cells are considered as also the influence of particular cells upon their neighbours. The paper also describes the perspectives for application of self-learning neural networks in the process of supplementation and verification of some parameters of a tree stand, calculated by the above-mentioned models.
Introduction
The prognosis of the development of forest ecosystems can be performed at two different levels: at the local and landscape scale. at the local level, the development of a forest ecosystem is analysed within a single plot of relatively small dimensions (usually below 1 ha). a significant issue there is the determination of parameters of the stand (e.g. age of trees, their vol. 33, no. 1, p. 16-25, 2014 doi:10.2478/eko-2014-0003 diameter at breast height) and the tendency for their changes in the course of consecutive years. at the landscape level however, development of a forest ecosystem within a large area is analysed. In this case, the prognosis for the development of tree stands growing within this area is significant, considering their species composition and external boundaries in precisely determined time intervals of the future.
unfortunately, the prognostic process that includes all the above-mentioned aspects can be very complicated and time consuming, if it is done manually. Therefore, for such analysis, computer models of the forest landscape are very useful, which allow for much faster and efficient simulation of stand development on the basis of implemented algorithms. By all means, an ideal model should possibly, in the best way, reflect the structure of the stand and relationships dominating there, which justifies the use of both general relationships found and described by various authors, and relations determined empirically in a given ecosystem. a model may provide, with an appropriate advancement, information on trends and relations existing in a forest ecosystem, and their potential effects in the future. That could allow for the application of preventive measures or proper cultivation, minimising the risk of a potential problem (e.g. an invasion of an undesirable species within a protected area that could lead to a disappearance of other, native tree species). a continuous improvement of prognostic landscape models may in the future make them the main planning tool of the forestry.
The main aim of this work is to present the perspectives for application of original ForKomE and cEllaut computer models in forecasting the forest dynamics on example of moczarne area in Bieszczadzki national Park.
Methods
among the earliest computer models of the forest landscape were JaBowa (Botkin et al., 1972) and ForEt (shugart, west, 1977) . They belong to the first models describing the dynamics of stand development and relations dominating there, simultaneously being able to predict changes taking place in the forest landscape. They are also the first patch models in the history. among the later constructions of patch models of the forest landscape, based on those archetypes, include ForsKa (leemans, Prentice, 1989; Prentice, leemans, 1990 ), zElIg (urban, 1990 urban et al., 1991 ), sortIE (Pacala et al., 1993 . In the last decade of the 20th century, there were 40 versions of such models, applied to forests from different vegetation-climatic zones (Bugmann, 2001 ). a pursuant of above-mentioned trend in modelling the evolution of forest ecosystems is the patch model ForKomE.
It is possible to identify two groups of processes occurring in patch models: phenomena taking place in the surroundings of a tree stand and its demographical processes. The basic temporal step applied in patch models is one year; changes in essential parameters of a tree stand are determined for subsequent steps. The length of total simulated period, applied in the model, depends only upon its planned, final credibility of the results (Brzeziecki, 1999) . In models belonging to this group, the most optimal is the use of patches of about 600 m 2 (Bugmann, 1994) . model ForKomE (Kozak, menshutkin, 1999) was constructed with an aim to simulate the dynamics in forest stands considering the fate of single trees. In this specific approach, the forest is treated as a group of trees, where each of them has an individual set of properties, and an individual development pattern. The model considers simulation of reproductive processes (block BIrth), growth (block growth) and mortality (block dEath) of trees during every year, as well as the influence of additional environmental and ecological factors upon the tree stand. among the factors considered are annual sum of precipitation (block PrEcIP), annual sum of temperatures effective dgd (degree days) for vegetation (block tEmP), nitrogen contents in the soil (block nutrIEnt), degree of shading of the area (block lIght) by tree crowns (Kozak et al., 2003c) .
all forested areas in the model ForKomE are analysed on the basis of the above-mentioned blocks, considering the actual increase of dBh (diameter at breast height) during the year of simulation (so-called dInc). dInc means an optimal increase of dBh, i.e. an increase of tree diameter in optimal conditions of environment ('ideal' increase) . hence, dBh is the fundamental parameter of trees on which the model ForKomE is based. other significant parameters, e.g. the height of trees, are calculated on the basis of dBh value (in case when real data are missing). however, the actual increase of trees dInc has to take into account environmental conditions (annual sum of temperatures effective for vegetation; water balance connected with precipitation and transpiration; an average level of light availability in the forest; availability of nitrogen in the forest litter) which may reduce an optimal increase of dBh (dnc). depending on dominating environmental conditions, every factor decreasing the optimal growth may take values between 0 and 1.
Every reducing factor is represented by an appropriate thematic block. since the time of its creation until now, the ForKomE model is constantly revised. Possibly the most recent achievements in the field of landscape modelling are implemented. This model was already used in scientific projects in various regions of Poland, for simulation of development and succession of mono-and multi-species stands according to different climatic scenarios, e.g. in Bieszczady (Kozak, menshutkin, 2000a (Kozak, menshutkin, ,b, 2001 Kozak et al., 2002 Kozak et al., , 2003b Kozak et al., , 2007a , ukrainian Eastern Beskydy (Kozak et al., 2005 (Kozak et al., , 2007b and Kampinos national Park (Kozak et al., 2003a) .
model ForKomE also contains continuously developed presentation layer, which allows for 3d visualisation of components of the forest landscape, including the layer of ground vegetation, dried and fallen trees, which is connected with simultaneously developed block of natural disasters (Fig. 1) . at the present stage of the development of the model, components of visualisation have only presentational character and are not logically connected with thematic blocks of the model. however in a short perspective, the application of 3d visualisation in the process of an exact delineation of the shadow is also planned, based on the projection of tree canopy.
unfortunately, when the dynamics of stand development is analysed within a larger, and more diversified area, 'patch' models may appear insufficient. Then, it is necessary to approach the whole analysed area as a set of mutually connected patches of tree stands. additionally, a high degree of spatial differentiation within forest ecosystems causes that large-scale analyses of the dynamics of forest development with patch models would require setting a large number of study plots, which may be difficult due to many reasons.
In such case, a good idea can be the application of a mathematical theory of cellular automata, developed by John von neumann and stanislaw ulam. a crucial component of this concept is a division of a large area into small cells, representing stages of landscape development, available from a finite list of such stages (a good example of a stage of landscape development can be a period of domination of a given tree species within one cell). For such approach, an important aspect is the determination of rules responsible for a transition of a given cell from one stage of development to the other in an appropriate time period, while the algorithm serving for determination of those rules should be possibly the most universal. The concept of cellular automata did not have at first any connection with biological sciences. however, because of the universal character of this theory, its practical applications in ecology, like the modelling of vegetation dynamics (Balzter et al., 1998; colasanti, grime, 1993) or population of insects (hassel et al., 1991) , were developed.
In forestry, the theory of cellular automata has found the application in modelling of a spread of forest fires (Karafyllidis, Thanailakis, 1997) . In the field of landscape modelling however, regarding forest landscapes, the continuously developing model cEllaut still functions (Kozak et al., 2003c) .
concluding, cellular automata used in landscape modelling consist of the following components: a regular grid containing a finite number of cells, rules for identification of neighbours (according to neumann -four neighbouring cells, or according to moor -eight neighbouring cells), function of transitions (determination of the status of cell K in the moment t + 1, depending on the status of cell K and its neighbour in the moment t) and an initial configuration of cells' status (Kozak et al., 2003c) . model cEllaut has been elaborated for the simulation of the development of large landscape units, including forested areas. The specificity of this approach is a treatment of analysed forest area as a set of cells where each of them represents the stage of the landscape which dominates within its boundaries. The model is determined by a matrix of probabilities for landscape transitions on the basis of maps saved as text files, containing in fact a list of stages of landscape development for every cell within a given area in a determined moment of time.
current version of the model requires two maps: first referring to the present status of cells and the second, the status of cells n years before present. on the basis of those data, transition rules are determined depending on the status of cells and their neighbours (according to neumann). Finally determined matrix, serves for the elaboration of prognosis of a large forest area, for n years in advance. similar to ForKomE, the model cEllaut also was already used in scientific projects for prognoses of a development dynamics for large areas of various characters (seńko, Jóźwina, 2004; Frąk et al., 2009 ).
Results
to demonstrate the performance of the model ForKomE, a circular plot (no. 68672), with a radius of 14 m was used, situated in a tree stand within moczarne area, in Bieszczadzki national Park at an elevation of 840 m a.s.l. within the analysed plot, initially (in 2008), 29 trees belonging to species Abies alba and Fagus sylvatica (Fig. 2, table 1 as a result of simulation, the proportion of beech trees considerably increased; the sum of dBh value for this species was finally higher than for fir. In terms of numbers, beech trees almost doubled compared to the first year of simulation, and reached 42. The number of fir trees, however, remained at a similar level like at the beginning of simulation ( regarding the dBh values, a distinct domination of fir is visible, supplemented with young and many beech trees (table 1). For this forest plot, a simulation of a stand development was performed for the next 50 years (Fig. 3) .
In subsequent years of simulation, the proportion of beech trees (regarding the biomass) within an analysed area increases gradually but continuously from about 20% in the beginning, up to about 50% in the last year of simulation (Fig. 4) . The analysis of tree stand development within a single patch cannot reflect the full picture of forest development dynamics, which is a larger area consisting of many patches. In such case, more credible results can be obtained with application of cellular automata in the form of cEllaut model. unfortunately, on the basis of the dispersed 57 circular plots, it was not possible to construct a large, compact area consisting of square cells. Therefore, the performance of the model will be demonstrated using the stochastically generated, exemplary forest area (a square of 5×5 km, consisting of square cells 25×25 m) with tree species most frequently occurring there (beech and fir). The area was generated from two maps: present (year t0) and historic (year t0-50), considering the trend of dominance transition from fir to beech, observed in the simulation in ForKomE model, for the plot no. 68672.
at first, the maps were imported, historic and present, and therefore, on their basis, the model could determine the transition matrix for landscape state during 50 years, considering both the changes within cells and the interaction among neighbouring cells. on the basis of transition matrix, the model creates the prognostic map for 50 years ahead (t0 + 50). a general scheme of prognosis for the dynamics of development of a large forest area with the use of cEllaut model is given in Fig. 5 . In the presented case, two stages of landscape development are identified: domination of beech (stage no. 1 -coloured dark grey) and domination of fir (stage no. 2 -coloured light grey). obtained prognosis confirms the existence and continuity of a trend for the replacement of fir by beech in subsequent 50 years.
such approach can also be applied in the simulation process of the dynamics of tree stand development. at first, it is possible to verify, through a comparison of data generated by the model with data generated by the neural network, to what degree ecological relationships introduced to ForKomE model are true for a given area. For example, such situation may refer to an approximation of tree height value depending on its dBh value or prognosis of periodical increase of dBh, height or the biomass of a tree depending on values of this parameter in the beginning of the analysed period. application of a neural network could also be helpful to work along with cEllaut model, in the prognostic process of changes in landscape status. In this case, input data can be assumed as the present state of considered cell and its neighbours, and the output data would be the state of this cell in the future. such approach to a prognosis could allow for consideration of empirically confirmed relationships within analysed areas, influencing the state of simulated trees or cells.
Discussion
the study demonstrates the perspectives for the application of computer models in forecasting the dynamics of forest development (in a local scale with computer prognostic model ForKomE and at landscape scale using cEllaut model).
the model ForKomE uses both general mathematical relationships functioning within a forest ecosystem, and empirical ones, characteristic for tree stands within analysed plots. that is, it combines ecological models (Brzeziecki, 1999; Bugmann, 2001) as well as empirical ones (Pretzsch et al., 2002) . on the basis of results generated by the model, the hypothesis that in 50 years beech may become the dominant species within the analysed area regarding the number of trees as well as their biomass seems reasonable. that indirectly confirms the hypothesis that beech at moczarne area is the main natural component of forest associations there (michalik, szary, 1997).
additionally, within Bieszczadzki national Park, specific environmental conditions occur, which, as it has been proved, significantly influence the development of tree stands (e.g. slope exposition, elevation above sea level, relative insolation). such analyses were already performed for a tree stand within an upper timberline in Bieszczadzki national Park (Kucharzyk, 2005) , and in particular for dense beech stands there, being in a younger optimal phase (Kucharzyk, sugiero, 2007) , where such relation has been proved. at present, at moczarne, similar analyses are conducted, aimed at determination of an exact relation between an increase of tree volume and selected environmental factors. relations identified in this analysis will be included in the model ForKomE as a separate thematic block.
Presented also are the possibilities for forecasting the dynamics of forest development at landscape scale. For this purpose, a prognostic computer model cEllaut was used, in which the whole analysed tree stand is understood as a set of single cells where dominating stages of landscape development within those cells are considered, and also the influence of particular cells upon their neighbours. that allows for the forecasting of the dynamics of vast forest landscapes where succession driven changes take place. In the literature, similar approaches applied for forecasting of changes in various components of the landscape are described (Karafyllidis, thanailakis, 1997; dunkerley, 1999) . however, at the present stage of development, the cEllaut model, in the prognostic process, does not consider certain factors characteristic for Bieszczadzki national Park, e.g. slope inclination and exposition, which may limit the accuracy of its prognosis. additionally, it would be advisable to consider the effect of air pollution transferred by wind to Bieszczady area, which could become a significant detrimental factor for such sensitive species like fir. however, probably this factor could be neglected there for the time being, since fir stands in Bieszczady have higher degree of viability than stands growing to the west of dunajec river, which most probably results from considerably lower amount of air pollution reaching as far as the Bieszczady region (gawrońska, 2000) . nevertheless, the model cEllaut will be systematically developed on the basis of currently conducted studies, extending to include a number of additionally considered factors.
Present results obtained with cEllaut model are saved as ascII files which is quite feasible for subsequent analysis regarding the aspect of metrics in landscape composition. In the cEllaut model, there is a possibility for the calculation of spatial metrics patterns. however, obtained prognostic data saved as ascII files can be easily used in other software packages like the Fragstats (mcgarigal, marks, 1995) , which is a specialist program used for the analysis of landscape metrics.
The paper also describes the perspectives for application of self-learning neural networks in the process of supplementation and verification of some parameters of a tree stand, calculated by the above-mentioned models. artificial neural networks, which already find their application in natural sciences for many years (lek, guegan, 1999) , are mathematical structures, and their program performs calculations through orders of elements called 'neurons' . application of a neural network gives a possibility of describing unknown values of traits Y1,..., Ym for a single object of a given class on the basis of known values of traits X1,..., Xn of this object. however, to start with, it is necessary to extract a sample of actual data on objects belonging to a given class, which will be used in the learning process for the neural network. For all objects composing a learning sample, all values of X1,..., Xn and Y1,..., Ym should be known.
This modern approach, often finding an application increasingly in ecological studies, is also being gradually used in forest ecology. an attempt at the application of such approach to the analysis and prognosis of the dynamics of forest systems of Bieszczadzki national Park is already advanced and seems quite prospective. Through a comparison of data generated by both models and those generated by the neural network, it has been verified to what degree the ecological relationships considered by models ForKomE and cEllaut are valid within a given plot. an example can be the issue of approximation of the tree height value depending on the value of its dBh, and subsequently the forecasting of the periodical increase of dBh value, the height and the biomass of trees, depending on the value of this parameter in the beginning of the prognosis.
an additional possibility offered by the ForKomE model, connected with a layer of 3d visualisation of a tree stand, is its application to the calculation of spatial distribution of the shade of tree crowns within the patch area. This may appear to be very useful for the analysis of the process of tree regeneration.
an example of Bieszczady forests shows that computer simulation models in general, however, still require some refinement, and adaptation to a diversity of factors playing a role in forest ecology are becoming truly useful and a relatively inexpensive tool allowing for more precise planning in forest management.
Conclusion
models ForKomE and cEllaut are continuously improved and enriched with results of subsequent analyses which make them valuable and verified tools for the prognostic process of development dynamics of forest landscapes.
Both models supplement each other: model ForKomE works in a local scale, which allows for a detailed analysis of the characteristics of changes in the dynamics of forest development within a small patch of a tree stand. on the other hand, model cEllaut working in a landscape scale allows for an analysis of a development dynamics of large forest areas, consisting of smaller, mutually neighbouring patches. Therefore in a perspective, an incorporation of both models into one integral entity may be planned.
a layer of 3d visualisation in the model ForKomE, apart from its presentational function, is also a nuclei for thematic blocks of the model, creation of which is planned in the future (e.g. determination of an exact extend of shaded area on the basis of the shape of tree crowns, and calculation of an influence of shading effect upon the growth of seedlings).
an additional element supplementing the performance of described models can be the application of neural networks, e.g. for verification and validation of obtained results, which may bring better fitness of those models to conditions and relationships occurring within various types of analysed forest areas.
